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Are any america's next top model successful
Every single season of America's Next Top Model has been intense and fun to watch. The models went against each other competing for grand prizes of modeling contracts and hefty amounts of money, all while being mentored by model extraordinaire, Tyra Banks. Some models ended up winning the competition but didn’t really go any further than
that, a situation many talent competition winners face, however, a few big names managed to make it just as big in the real world! While the series is long gone, many models who landed in second or third place are now considered household names from Winnie Harlow, Nyle DiMarco, all the way to Eva Marcille. So, who comes out on top amongst the
ANTM contestants? Let's dive in! Updated on July 7th, 2021, by Michael Chaar: When it comes to America's Next Top Model, there is no denying the influence that contestants such as Eva Marcille, who went on to join the Real Housewives of Atlanta, or Nyle DiMarco the first-ever deaf winner, truly have. When it comes to "being on top" as Tyra
Banks famously said, it's Winnie Harlow who clearly takes the cake. The supermodel has graced the Victoria Secret catwalk, collaborated with Kim Kardashian's KKW Beauty company, and landed on the cover of countless magazine covers, proving herself as a force to be reckoned with. 10 Nyle DiMarco Nyle DiMarco made headlines when he took
home the win during ANTM back in 2015! This marked Nyle as the second male to ever win the competition and the first deaf contestant to snag the title of "America's Next Top Model". The star has since gone on to become a major advocate for the deaf community, all while taking on an array of modeling gigs and landing on the cover of Paper, Gay
Times, Nylon, and Attitude magazines to name a few, proving himself to be quite the success. 9 Natalie Pack Natalie Pack ended up winning the Miss California crown after her ANTM days. She went from model to pageant girl. She continued her career as a model as well with Guess campaigns. Being a Guess model is a huge deal and it is something
Natalie Pack has already accomplished. She modeled for uses between 2015 and 2018. She also got married to a man named Aaron O'Connell, who just so happens to be an actor! 8 Winnie Harlow Winnie Harlow was eliminated during the first week of ANTM, however, she ended returning for the comeback series. The second time around, she placed
sixth. She was the first girl to compete with vitiligo, the skin condition that she has embraced wholeheartedly. She has since become good friends with the Kardashian-Jenner family, especially Kim Kardashian, with whom she paired up for KKW Beauty. The model is now dating Lakers player, Kyle Kuzma, who she claims slid into her DM's to shoot his
shot! 7 Lio Tipton Lio Tipton, formerly known as Analeigh Tipton, after having come out as non-binary, has come such a long way since their days on ANTM. They came in third place but plenty of fans were rooting for them to win. Tyra Banks called out the obvious and told Analeigh that they were meant to be an actor-- and Tyra was right. Lio ended
up starring in Crazy, Stupid, Love with Steve Carell, Julianne Moore, Emma Stone, and Ryan Gosling. They fit right in amongst the list of A-Listers. 6 Eva Marcille Eva Marcille won the third season of ANTM and she 100% deserved it. The title belonged to her, undoubtedly. She ended up landing small parts in shows like Smallville, The Young & the
Restless, and House of Payne. She is a prime example of models being able to become actresses through a super easy transitional process. She became a reality TV queen when she joined the cast of The Real Housewives of Atlanta, however, in 2020, the star revealed she would be leaving the franchise for good! Cassandra Jean Whitehead was a
contestant on the fifth season of ANTM who got a haircut she really did not like. In fact, the haircut caused her to break down in tears because she was so unhappy about it. She went from having long, dark hair to having short, blonde hair. The haircut totally resembled a fairy and she was gorgeous enough to rock it but she didn't care to. She ended
up getting married to Stephen Amell and guest-starring in One Tree Hill, Mad Men, and Arrow. 4 Allison Harvard Allison Harvard made a name for herself on both cycles 12 and 17 on America's Next Top Model. The star was known for her big features, which certainly stood out in photos. Luckily for Allison, the model has since become one of the
biggest names to come out of the show, landing herself deals with Got2B hair products, Lime Crime makeup, and appearing in magazines such as Vogue, and Harper's Bazaar. 3 Yaya DaCosta Yaya DaCosta didn't take home an ANTM title but she was a finalist who definitely had the right look as well as the passion. She starred in a 2006 movie called
Take the Lead but her acting roles don't stop there. She landed recurring roles on shows like All My Children, Ugly Betty, and Chicago Med. A career in modeling swiftly turned into an acting career for the talented beauty. 2 Bre Scullark Bre Scullark was a contestant in the fifth cycle of ANTM. She feuded hard with the winner of the season, Nicole
Linkletter but that should not be what people remember her the most for. After going to rehab for addiction recovery, she ended up leaving on yoga to find inner peace. She started hosting yoga lessons in low-income communities for people who couldn't afford expensive gym memberships. 1 Fatima Siad Fatima Siad was a model who attempted to
win the title during cycle 10 of the show. ANTM was a more enjoyable show to watch that season because of Fatima. She was super likable and honest with what was on her mind. Since the series ended, she started walking prestigious runways as a model. She modeled for Dries Van Noten and Hermès. She also posed for Nylon magazine, claiming to
have officially broken the ANTM curse! Next: Jay Manuel's Latest Book Is Inspired By ANTM.... But The Real Devil Is In The Details Was Pete Davidson Wrong For His 'Leaked' Selfie? Stephanie Harper (864 Articles Published) More From Stephanie Harper Something went wrong. Wait a moment and try again. Some "America's Next Top Model"
winners are more memorable than others. Steve Granitz/WireImage/Charles Sykes/Bravo/NBCU Photo Bank/Rodin Eckenroth/Getty Images Sam Alvey and wife Brittany "McKey" Alvey pose with their children. Mike Roach/Zuffa LLC/Zuffa LLC/Getty Images As part of her winning prize package, the model appeared on the cover of Seventeen magazine
and starred in a six-page spread, won a contract with CoverGirl cosmetics, and a contract with Elite Model Management.She continued to model, appearing on the runways of Amsterdam International Fashion Week and New York Fashion Week in 2009.However, Sullivan, now 32, largely left the world of modeling behind following her season to help
raise her young family and support her husband, Sam Alvey, in his UFC career.Her Instagram bio reads, "Mom to 5 awesome kiddos, wife to @smilensam, cycle 11 winner of America's Next Top Model, MMA enthusiast, and BJJ practitioner."She has over 6,000 followers on Instagram. Teyona Anderson, winner of America's Next Top Model Cycle 12, in
2009. Michael Loccisano/Getty Images Directly following her win, Anderson went on to do a number of modeling gigs in South Africa, including walking in Arise Cape Town Fashion Week and South Africa Fashion Week, according to the New York Times.She no longer models professionally, but, as reported by The List, she continues to talk about her
time on the show — most recently, she appeared on YouTuber Oliver TwiXt's channel in November 2020.In the video, she actually criticized her experience on the show as well as host Tyra Banks, whom she called "not genuine.""I haven't had enough interactions with her to say it's been good, but what I have had has always been very fake and
forced," Anderson said.The interview came after Banks and the show faced criticism last year for its problematic challenges and commentary. Banks and a co-creator later apologized.Anderson, 33, is now the mother of two and has over 8,000 followers on Instagram. Nicole Fox. Paul Archuleta/FilmMagic/Getty Images Following her win, Nicole Fox,
who now goes by her married name Nicole Abuhamada, modeled for Forever 21, Steve Madden, and Wild Fox.She has also pursued a career in acting, landing roles in "The Bold and the Beautiful," "Redlands," and "Girl House," in addition to a number of short films. However, Abuhamada's most recent acting credit was back in 2017. She has since
written and illustrated a children's book titled "Lipton Loves." Her Instagram account has just under 4,000 followers and is primarily dedicated to showing photos of Abuhamada's artwork. Ann Ward at Mercedes-Benz Fashion Week in New York in 2011. Dimitrios Kambouris/Getty Images For winning the show in 2010, Ward received a $100,000
contract with CoverGirl, a contract with IMG Models, a cover of Vogue's beauty issue, Beauty In Vogue, fashion spreads in Vogue Italia and Beauty In Vogue, and a feature on the Vogue Italia website.After leaving the show, Ward did have a number of modeling campaigns and runway appearances in countries around the world. However, the 30-yearold seems to have turned her attention to her art.According to the former model's Instagram page, which has more than 27,000 followers, she was recently working as a concept artist, character designer, and animator. Adrianne Curry attends Star Magazine's Hollywood Rocks event in 2016. Greg Doherty/Getty Images Adrianne Curry's season aired
in 2003. At the time she competed, Curry was 21 years old.For winning the competition, which only cast 10 girls instead of the usual 12 or more, Curry received a modeling contract with Wilhelmina Models in New York City, a photo spread in Marie Claire magazine, and a contract with Revlon cosmetics.Curry went on to model for several magazines
following her "ANTM" win but has since given up modeling.In a now-deleted Instagram post from April 2020, Curry, 38, said the cast of the first cycle was misled about the show's prizes."We were led to believe daily the winner would be instantly rich and a huge Revlon cover girl. This was a lie," she reportedly wrote. "They added recordings to what
was said after the fact."As the first winner of "ANTM," Curry does have a very respectable following of 179,000 followers on Instagram. Whitney Thompson. YouTube/officialantm On her Instagram profile, which has nearly 40,000 followers, 33-year-old Thompson Forrester still describes herself as model. While the majority of her professional
modeling work occurred directly after her appearance on the show in 2008, she continued to model years later, including for Panache's lingerie line in 2014.However, she told the Huffington Post that she largely stepped back from modeling in 2013 and moved to Tennessee with her husband. She is now a lifestyle blogger, mother, and supporter of
the body positivity movement.The couple also owns their own restaurant, Copper Vault in Springfield, Tennessee, which features locally sourced food, craft beers, and is vegan and gluten-free friendly. The restaurant is currently closed due to COVID-19. Krista White attends the preview event of TLC Network's "Global Beauty Masters" season 2 on
March 9, 2016. Paul Archuleta/WireImage/Getty Images Among the model's credits are a New Zealand fashion show for New York designer Nicole Miller and a campaign with Betsey Johnson.In a 2010 interview with The CW Austin, White, now 36, explained how, despite winning the show, she has to work just as hard as any other model by building
her portfolio and going to castings."I come off the show and I have to be a regular model like everyone else," she said. "That's the part that people don't recognize about it."Despite being less active than she used to be, White still models and shares her work on her Instagram page, which has 60,000 followers. Yoanna House attends The CW: It's A
Reality at Simyone Lounge on February 23, 2010. Jemal Countess/Getty Images Following her "ANTM" win, House signed with IMG Models, appeared in a fashion spread and the cover of Jane magazine, and won a cosmetics campaign with Sephora.The Cycle Two winner modeled for Psychology Today magazine and Metro Style, among others, after
her win, and she has since gone on to become a TV host and producer.House hosted "The Look for Less," a program on the Style Network, in 2005. In 2008, she hosted a reality series called "Queen Bees," which attempted to turn "mean girls" into nice members of society. In 2008, House also gave birth to a son named Alastair. She doesn't appear to
have done much high fashion modeling in recent years, but still includes modeling as one of her occupations on her social media profiles. She currently has 156,000 followers on Instagram. CariDee English attends MusiCares Person of the Year honoring Aerosmith on January 24, 2020, in Los Angeles, California. Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic/Getty Images
For winning her season of "America's Next Top Model," she won a $100,000 contract with CoverGirl, a modeling contract with Elite Models, and a cover and six-page editorial spread in Seventeen magazine.In addition to a number of modeling credits, the model has helped to spread awareness about psoriasis, a skin condition she lives with and once
viewed as a "curse," in both professional campaigns and on her own social media platforms. She also now works as a professional photographer. English has 85,000 followers on Instagram. Jaslene Gonzalez arrives at the 2019 Billboard Women In Music at Hollywood Palladium on December 12, 2019. Steve Granitz/WireImage/Getty Images For
winning the title of "America's Next Top Model," Gonzalez was awarded a contract with Elite Model Management, a $100,000 contract with CoverGirl cosmetics, and a cover and spread in Seventeen magazine.Gonzalez continued with both print and runway modeling after winning the show and has appeared in Women's Wear Daily (WWD),
Seventeen, US Weekly, and more.Gonzalez, now 34, leads workshops through her website, On Set with Jaslene, which aims to help aspiring models and online influencers grow their careers.However, she falls short on social media compared to some of her fellow winners — she has just over 5,000 followers on Instagram. Laura James attends an event
in 2012. Jude Domski/WireImage/Getty Images Following her win, James walked away with modeling contracts with New York Model Management and LA Models. As part of her prize, she also became the face of "Dream Come True," the official "America's Next Top Model" fragrance, won a spread in Nylon Magazine, and starred in modeling
campaigns with Nine West and Smashbox Cosmetics.James also won a $100,000 cash prize in addition to the $30,000 she earned from her three challenge wins during the season, which went into a "scholarship" fund to pay for her college expenses.However, James has since turned away from modeling as a career and is now an actor on CBS's
"S.W.A.T." In addition to her role as Molly Hicks on "S.W.A.T." James has also acted in "The Young and the Restless" and "American Woman." She has 104,000 followers on Instagram. India Gants attends Vince Camuto's Sunset Soiree on October 2, 2019, in Los Angeles, California. Vivien Killilea/Getty Images She is signed by Select LA and SMG
Seattle and has modeled for IMIRAGE magazine, European Wax Center, and Burberry.Gants, 24, has also spoken about being interested in pursuing a music career. "Right now, I have my shoe designs that I'm now pursuing and then modeling at the base of it all. I'm trying to home in on a way to combine them. But I will be doing something in music,"
she told Billboard after her win in 2017. Later that year, she shared a link to "Eyes," a track she co-produced.She also regularly posts videos about her experience on "ANTM," as well as modeling tips, to her YouTube channel, which has more than 17,000 subscribers, as well as to her Instagram.Gants currently has 187,000 followers on Instagram.
Lisa D'Amato on "Shark Tank." Eric McCandless/Walt Disney Television/Getty Images After "ANTM," Lisa D'Amato signed with LA Models and LA Talent and appeared in a number of editorial modeling campaigns and runway shows. However, since then, she has shifted her career to focus more on her music ventures.D'Amato, now 40, has released
two albums in her career, though neither achieved much chart success. In addition to pursuing music, the former model also made an appearance on Shark Tank Season 10, where she pitched her product, Dare-U-Go!, and made a deal with Barbara Corcoran for $150,000 cash, plus a $200,000 loan in exchange for a 35% stake.She has 146,000
followers on Instagram. Jourdan Miller walks the runway at Mister Triple X fashion show during Style Fashion Week in 2014. Joe Kohen/Getty Images Her prizes for winning included a contract with Next Model Management, an eight-page spread in Nylon magazine, and a $100,000 ad campaign with Guess.After her win, Miller told The Star in 2014
that she saw winning the show as the "first step" in her career and that she wanted to "become an icon like Tyra Banks."According to her Instagram page, Miller, 27, is still modeling. She has appeared in Desnudo Italia magazine, Remix Magazine, and a number of other fashion campaigns, including one for Maison Valentino Fragrances.She has
250,000 followers. Kyla Coleman walks the runway during the Valentino as part of the Paris Fashion Week Womenswear show on March 1, 2020. Estrop/Getty Images Coleman's prizes for winning the competition included a contract with Next Model Management, a fashion spread in Paper magazine, and a cash prize of $100,000 from Pantene
shampoo.Since, she has modeled for Urban Outfitters, Ivy Park, Calvin Klein, and Alexander Wang.According to the model's Instagram page, which has 137,000 followers, she is currently signed with Heffner Seattle modeling agency, Photogenics LA, The Society NY, and Elite Model Management. Keith Carlos attends the premiere of "Sleepless" at the
Regal LA Live Stadium 14 on January 5, 2017. Paul Archuleta/FilmMagic/Getty Images Carlos became the first male contestant to win "America's Next Top Model." Among his prizes was a contract with NEXT Models, and he continued to model after the cameras stopped rolling. According to Carlos' IMDb page, he has modeled for a number of highprofile modeling campaigns, including ads for Macy's, Nordstrom, Sears, Diesel, Lucky Brand, Guess, Nike, Under Armour, Adidas, Men's Warehouse, True Religion, Walmart, and Giorgio Armani.Carlos, 33, has also walked the runway for top designers like Betsey Johnson, Civil Society, and August Getty. He continues to post his modeling work on
Instagram, where he has 1 million followers.Recently, Carlos has also turned his attention to his acting career, appearing as Danny on "The Bold and the Beautiful" and as the leading man in Cardi B's music video for her song "Be Careful." Eva Pigford at Four Seasons Hotel Los Angeles at Beverly Hills on June 23, 2017, in Los Angeles, California.
Thaddaeus McAdams/FilmMagic/Getty Images From winning the third season of "America's Next Top Model," Marcille won a CoverGirl cosmetics contract, a spread in Elle magazine, and a modeling contract with Ford Models.She later appeared on the covers of Brides Noir, Women's Health and Fitness, IONA, and Essence.After switching her
management and changing her name in 2006, Marcille, now 36, went on to pursue a career in acting. Some of her most notable TV performances include her role on "The Young and the Restless," VH1's "Scared Famous," and the 10th season of "The Real Housewives of Atlanta."In June 2020, Marcille announced she would be exiting "RHOA," saying,
"I am thankful for the opportunity I was provided, however, after speaking with my family and representatives, I believe that what I hope to accomplish for the culture and community will be better served by focusing on other opportunities."Marcille has 4.4 million followers on Instagram. This is an opinion column. The thoughts expressed are those of
the author(s). An icon in the shape of a lightning bolt. Keep reading More: Features America's Next Top Model Model Models
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